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ONE

Modern China’s Treaty Port Economy
in Institutional Perspective:
An Introductory Essay
BILLY K. L. SO

The eight empirical studies presented in this volume illustrate the complex
      Ĝ¢  mance within the historical context of modern China. Together they suggest
     ě   Ȃ Ȭ nomic development.1 These studies also suggest how the discourse on insti      ¢ ę    ǯ
  ¢ ¢ǰ ě  ¢    
the empirical studies are organized so as to address the previously men ǯ  ę    Ȃ    
treaty port system and an extended conceptualization of this historical phenomenon, which leads to the notion of a form of regional economy in modern China that we refer to as the “treaty port economy.” Following that, I
outline the rise of the treaty port economy based on the well-documented
context of China’s economic development from the middle of the nineteenth
century to the early decades of the twentieth century. The third section contextualizes the institutional framework of Douglass C. North in light of the
 ¢  ¢ǯ  ę       
of each empirical case and organize them under the two themes of performance under institutional change and of dynamics in institutional change.
 ¢      Ě 
arise from the themes and empirical studies presented in this book.

ŗ

Naturally, this does not mean that every contributor to this volume shares the
same institutional concerns. Rather, the diverse approaches of their individual research
agendas on the modern Chinese economy converge in a mutually reinforced institutional
conceptualization that is the main task of this introductory essay.

2

Billy K. L. So

The Advent of the Treaty Port System
The Genesis and Evolution of the Treaty Port System
The treaty port system in China began with the Opium War and the Treaty of Nanjing in 1842. The series of treaties signed between China and
various foreign powers during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were unprecedented in Chinese history. Fairbank and other scholars have meticulously detailed the evolutionary process of this political
structure over the past four decades. This system did not start to decline
until the 1930s and was not formally abolished until 1943, primarily as a
result of the new China policy formed by Great Britain and the United
      ǻ ¢ ŘŖŖŖǼǯ     
¢     ¢ ǰ     ę
 ŗŞŚŘ  ¢Ȭ  ¢ ŗşŗŝ ǻ  ŗşŞřǰ ŗŘşǼǯ ǰ  
ę ¢   ¢  ǰ     
    ǻŗşşŘǰ ŘŖŗȮŘŖśǼǰ     lowing sections.
 ¢   ¢¢   Ĵǰ       Ĵǰ    ¢ ¢   
ever-growing population of Chinese nationals. The concessions were
¢        ¢   Ğ 
close proximity to a waterway for ease of transport. The treaty port was
regulated and governed by a consul or by individuals with similar diplomatic standing. Foreign establishments such as clubs, churches, and
racecourses were prominent features of the concessions. In certain major
treaty ports such as Guangzhou, Xiamen, and Fuzhou, landed foreign
garrisons protected the concessions, and in other cases foreign gunboats
regularly patrolled the neighboring waters. Extraterritoriality granted by
treaties enabled foreign nationals to avoid being subject to Chinese civil
or criminal law. Instead, they were answerable to the laws of their respective countries. In certain larger concessions such as those of Shanghai,
the treaty port legal system was so pervasive that even Chinese nationals
     ¢ ǻû ŘŖŖŝǰ ŗşŗȮŗşřǼǯ    
concentration of foreign business interests in these enclaves, originally
  ǰ  Ğ  ŗŞşŖ ¡          ¢  ęǯ    ¢   ę  ¢      
compradors. Again following the 1890s, there were increasingly more
Chinese business interests either independently run or managed in collaboration with foreign businesses. On the one hand, these concessions
contained immense pockets of wealth and prosperity; on the other, they
 £ ¢       ǻǼ  
ǯ    ę¡ǰ  ě     

TWO

The Rise of Modern Shanghai,
ŗşŖŖȮŗşřŜǱ
An Institutional Perspective

DEBIN MA

Max Weber remarked that cities in China or Asia in general, unlike those
  ǰ   ę  ǯ   ¢   ¢  ǰ
      Ğ    ¢ pendent military power, no privileges or freedoms granted by a charter
ǻ ŗşŞřǰ śşǼǯ      ¢    
of both the modern state and capitalism; but according to Weber, cities in
   Ğ      
 £  ǻǯ ŜŗǼǯ
Around the time Weber was musing about the contrasting features of
cities in the East and West, the Chinese empire was crumbling. During
 Ĵ     ¢ǰ      ern imperialist challenge was timid and conservative. Reforms such as the
Tongji Restoration and the Self-Strengthening Movement all aimed at pre       ę ę ǻ
ŗşŜŘǲ  ŗşŝŞǰ ǯ ŗŖȮŗŗǼǯ        Ĵ   ŗŞşŚȮŗŞşŜ  ¢ Ȃ  ¢
defeat by Japan—long regarded as China’s humble student. The Treaty
 ǰ    Ğ  Ȭ  ǰ  ŗŞşŜ
granted foreigners the right to establish industrial enterprises in the treaty
  Ğ  Ě    ǰ  vertently legitimized modern Chinese enterprise.
 Ȭ   ǻŗşŖŚȮŗşŗŗǼǰ      ħ   ǰ     through and the beginning of fundamental institutional change. Yet, this
       ħ    ǯ  

 

The Shanghai Real Estate Market
  ǰ ŗŞŜŖȮŗşřŜ

  



From the 1870s to the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War in 1937, treaty port cities in China—including Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangzhou, and
ȯ     ¢ǯ1 All of these cities underwent
rapid appreciation of their real estate values, which induced investments
in construction and industries. Shanghai was the largest of these cities,
and its foreign area was arguably the city center.2   Ĵ
   ŗŖ        ŗşřśǰ  Śś cent of the city’s population, 70 to 80 percent of its factories, and many of
its major shops and banks were located there (Zou Yiren 1980, 90; Zhang
 ŗşşŖǰ ŘřǼǯ3
What institutions in the new treaty port cities promoted this concentra  ǵ Ȭ ¸ ǻŗşŞşǰ ŜȮŗŖǰ ŘŝşȮŘŞŖǼ  
       Ĵ  
to expand their businesses because of the lack of interference by the Chi        ę   
Republican era, particularly the period of World War I and its immedi Ğǯ ¡   ¡  ¸Ȃ ǰ
ŗ

Zhonghua minguo tongji tiyao, compiled by the statistics bureau of the Nationalist
ǰ  ǰ ǰ ǰ ǰ ǰ  £ 
 ¡     ¢ǯ   £ £ ħ ǻŗşřśǰ ŜŖŗǼǯ
Ř
Ȃ       Ĵ   
ǯ      ¢    Ĵǯ  ǰ
 Ĵ           Ĵ ¢
      ǰ      Ĵ
important features such as land regulations and many Chinese residents.
ř
Similarly, in the city of Tianjin, Zhong Ё ǻǼ ǰ    ǰ
French, and British Concessions, hosted most of the modern foreign and Chinese banks in
 ¢   ŗşŘŖ ǻ ŘŖŖřǰ ŚŞǼǯ

FOUR

The Rice and Wheat Flour Market
Economies in the Lower Yangzi,
ŗşŖŖȮŗşřŜ

 Ȭ   

 ě         na has institutional implications, as seen in the rice trade and the wheat
Ě      £   ŗşŖŖ  ŗşřŜǯ1 That region,
      ǰ   Ě Ȭ
private grain trade. As the most industrialized area in pre-1937 China, this
region provided a large consumer market and was the most important
Ȭ ǯ  ě   ¡  ě 
participants in the grain trade was most felt in this region.2

I would like to thank the following people for their encouragement, help, and suggestions
     Ǳ Ȭ ǰ  ǰ  ǰ 
Ȭ ǰ   ǯ         
  ¢ǰ    Ȭ¢ǰ  Ȭ  ǻ£Ǽǰ  Ȭǰ  
Chi-chung in copying, at various stages, the whole set of the Maritime Customs annual
  ę  ¢  ǯ  ǰ    
of all data is my responsibility alone. I would like to thank the National Science Council
   ę   ¢     Ȭ
ǰ ȃ £         Ȅ ǽ⏙ҷ㊻亳䊓ᯧ
ⱘ㌘㐨㟛䞥㵡Ǿ ǻŞşȬŘŚŗŗȬ ȬŖŖŗȬŖŜŘǼǰ   ¢   ǰ ȃ  
       £   ǰ ŗŞŝŖȮŗşřŜǰ 
Ȅ ǽ䖥ҷЁ㊻亳䊓ᯧ㎆㌵ⱐሩ㟛ଚὁ㌘㐨䅞䙋ǰ ŗŞŝŖȮŗşřŜǰ  Ǿ ǻşŗȬŘŚŗŗȬ ȬŖŘşȬŖŗŗ
 şřȬŘŚŗŗȬ ȬŖŘşȬŖŖŝǼǯ
ŗ
  ę   ȃ  £ Ȅ         ǯ
  ǻŗşŝŝǰ řȮřŗǰ ŘŗŗȮŘŚşǰ ŘśřȮŘŝřǰ ŘŝśȮřśŗǰ śŘŗȮśśřǲ ŗşŞŖǼǯ
Ř
    ǰ £ǰ ǰ   ę ǰ
wherever possible, under the English names by which they are regularly known. Where the
English names are not known, the Chinese names have been transliterated into pinyin.

FIVE

The Regional Development
  ¢Ȃ Ĵ ¡
Market Economy, 1920–1937

Ȭ 



Late nineteenth-century China was transformed by railway and coastal
transportation, as has been well documented. This new communication
system rapidly replaced much of the preexisting river and canal transport and ended the traditional courier station communication network.
The new system enabled market forces, in which foreign capital played a
dominant role, to penetrate rural China on an unprecedented scale. Such a
 ę       ¢  
ę         ǯ
The case of Wei ◄ County illustrates the point.
 ¢   Ĵ ¡
In 1898, Qingdao became a treaty port, and later, in 1904, Germans built
the Qingdao-Jinan Railway (Jiaoji tielu 㝴△䨉䏃Ǽǯ  ¢ǰ 
of its location in close proximity to the treaty port, became a pivotal station on the trunk line. The county rose to become a large trading center
in Shandong Province and eventually grew into one of the more important commercial and transportation centers in northern China (Buck 1978,
ŘŘǲ  ŗşŝŝǰ řŚŘǼǯ1 Owing to its increasingly important position in
the regional commercial network, Wei was opened to foreign trade by the
   ŗşŖŜǰ          ¢
line, Jinan △फ and Zhoucun ਼ᴥ ǻ  ŗşŜŞǰ ŗřŚǲ  £
ŗşŚŗǰ ŘŜǲ   ŗşŖŚǰ śŜȮśŝǼǯ    
ŗ
G. William Skinner considers the city of Wei a county-level capital that served as a
  ǻŗşŝŝǰ řŚŘǼǯ     ǻŘŖŖśǼǯ

SIX

Chinese Farmer Rationality
and the Agrarian Economy
of the Lower Yangzi in the 1930s

  Ȭ 

 ǰ    Ȭ ǰ    

A prominent theme in the economic history of contemporary China revolves around the contentious issue of why China did not experience a
qualitative breakthrough or “transformative growth” during at least the
        ŗşŚş ǻ  ŗşŞśǰ
ŗşşŖǲ £ ŘŖŖŖǲ  ŗşşŝǼǯ
One theory has it that China’s inability to experience rapid economic
growth was because of irrational social constraints on women in the for   ǻ  ŗşşŖǼǯ  ¢    
high wages for men and blocked the formation of capitalist “managerial farms,”1 the low opportunity costs for women and their struggle for
subsistence combined to push them into household production for cash
ǯ Ĵ           
 ȯ Ĵ     ¢   ¢ǯ
Whereas income-augmenting activities may have raised total household
income, the greater labor intensity they entailed allegedly brought diminishing returns to the marginal product of women’s labor. Total output growth only kept pace with population growth, a process described
¢    ȃ   Ȅ  ȃȄ ǻ 
ŗşşŖǼǰ     ¢   ǯ

ŗ

   ǻŗşŞśǼǰ  ȃ Ȅ    
production in that its owner hired wage laborers and paid them the marginal product. This
enabled them to avoid the allegedly sharply diminishing marginal returns that many small
peasant farms—which relied on their own family members for labor—typically encountered,
to the extent that they applied “excessive” labor to their small plots.

SEVEN

Traditional Land Rights in
 Ȃ  
KENTARO MATSUBARA

One problematic aspect of assessing the development of a productive
market economy in late nineteenth- to early twentieth-century China is
 ę       ǯ ¢
   ę ¡      ing practices and the economy in general and established that one could
   Ĵ  ȯę    ȃ Ȭ
cultivators,” “part-owners,” or “tenants”—to the degree of commercial£     Ĵ   ¢ ǻ  ŗşŝŘǲ
 ŗşŞşǼǯ
Moreover, as various kinds of land-related rights have been analyzed
through land deeds, it has become apparent that this variety hinged on
the diverse arrangements among local social groups, and such groups
were not limited to the signatories of a particular deed. Many rights established in a deed could be explained only by referring to the involvement of
  ǰ Ğ    ǯ  ¡ǰ 
to zhaojia ᡒۍǰ  ǰ  ¢ Ğ  ǰ    volved the role—within the local community encompassing both vendor
and purchaser—of the previous owner, that is, the vendor, in somehow
guaranteeing the land rights of the current owner, that is, the purchaser
ǻ   ŗşşŝǼǯ      Ĵ   ticular area were closely connected to the formation of local groups based
  ¡ ¢ǰ  ǰ   ǻ ŗşŞŜǼǯ  ¡ 
land rights were related to the workings of the market and the economy,
it is useful to begin by outlining some basic features of how these social
groupings of lineages worked, both in holding property and in forming
local communities. It was in the context of these social processes that land
transactions were agreed on, performed, and secured.





Chinese Enterprises across Cultures:
    ¡
in the Early Twentieth Century

   Ȭ   

     ȃ ¢Ȅ       
and trading communities. By using both Chinese and British business inǰ         ě es of their business ventures. Western business laws and traditional Chinese business customs also converged in the “mixing vessel” of colonial
 ǯ        ¢
in southern China accelerated this mixing process in the early twentieth
century.
Company Law and Its Migration to the Far East
 Ȃ ¢     ¢ ¢   ¢ tives. One way to view that story is through the lens of economic history,
especially the making of its hybrid business traditions. Born of an encoun           ǰ 
Kong’s story is vividly told through the plot of how Western business laws
migrated to the East. For instance, with the passing of the Joint Stock Com   ŗŞŚŚ  ǰ  ę    
       ¢ ǯ  ŗŞśśǰ
the Limited Liability Act was introduced. New and old company stat         ŗŞŜŘǯ  
legislation, incorporating companies into new business enterprises with
limited liability became a legal vehicle accessible to the general public.
Companies could be incorporated not only by charter or a special act of
Parliament but by registration under the company law. This institutional

NINE

Legalization of Chinese Corporation,
1904–1929: Innovation and Continuity
in Rules and Legislation

BILLY K. L. SO AND ALBERT S. LEE

In the early twentieth century, China tried to adopt two Western institutions—company law and the corporate form of the joint stock company
with limited liability (gufen yuxian gongsi 㙵ӑ᳝䰤݀ৌ, referred to here
  ȃ Ȅ ǰ ¢ǰ  ȃȄǼǯ  tions have been widely perceived as among the most crucial in China’s
quest for economic modernization. This chapter examines the evolution
of company law in relation to the Corporation Model.
The Corporation Model is generally considered the foundation for the
separation of ownership and management in modern business history.
 ¢  ę Ě   ǰ ¢   
States and Great Britain from the nineteenth century. It embodies what
we today commonly term “an open corporation,” or the Berle-Means type
      ǻ   ŗşřŘǼǯ    ¢
viewed as a modern business practice that would have been impracticable
had there not been the corresponding third-party regulating mechanism
of an impartial state, manifested in a corporate governance framework
under the rule of law. There is an intrinsic assumption of a close relation        ǻ   ŗşşŗǼǰ 
  ę    ǰ    ǰ  ǲ
this view is common across disciplines from legal studies to economics
 ¢ǰ     ě ǰ   ǻ 
et al. 1998, 2000; Bebchuk 1999; Black 2001a, 2001b; Gugler, Mueller, and
 ŘŖŖŗǼǯ
 ǰ   ǻŗşşŜǰ ŘŜśǰ ŘŝŝȮŘŝŞǼ  ǰ  tion, which was largely derived from rigorous theoretical inference and
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